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Small Nation/Big Neighbours: Co-producing Stories in a European Context
Diog O'Connell
This chapter explores Irish TV drama and its history of European co-production, the discussion unravels the losses and gains of TV drama as fashions change. Contingent on changing technological, economic, political and cultural factors, it is a relationship that is fragmented, episodic and in constant flux. Ireland's situation as a small country in a big community is not unique, but a combination of features, including but not limited to, English-speaking status, island nation, post-colonial and a long history of emigration, suggests difference. How Irish TV drama has evolved since its inception in 1961 is teased out with this frame in mind. The chapter traces the historical development of the coproduction deal in TV drama as the political and economic landscape for broadcasting changed significantly in the 1980s, and what happened subsequently in a time of economic boom. The last economic recession in Ireland in the 1980s brought with it a policy of co-production and TV drama which phased out with economic growth a decade later. In contrast, co-production deals became the norm for film production finance since the 1990s, coinciding with the emergence of EU-funded programmes under the MEDIA umbrella and Eurimages. With a return to economic recession since 2008, the current status of funding TV drama is examined.
While this discussion is framed within a discourse of political economy and sees the emergence and decline of co-production deals related to economic recession and subsequent recovery combined with technological change and development, it also poses key questions about the impact co-production deals have on storytelling and narrative. Film production in Ireland is fully reliant on co-production, and specifically in a European context, whereas TV drama, where co-produced, is largely limited to UK partners. Is the production of TV drama, through its long history of public service broadcasting, uncomfortable negotiating cultural representation within the context of financial deals? Is TV drama, as John Caughie argues (2000), much more about the local, while film, by its nature of narrative representation and historical development, focuses on addressing the global/universal? Although genre approaches to TV drama have featured in European television since the 1950s, the audience for Irish TV drama, until very recently is generally imagined in terms of the national, regardless of narrative address. Addressing this, the chapter explores why the model of co-production with European partners made a brief appearance as a funding mechanism in Irish TV drama in the 1980s only to peter out some time later, failing to establish and consolidate as a core funding practice. At the same time, co-production finance is the backbone of Irish feature filmmaking, becoming highly institutionalized in this other form and context.
Ireland is a small nation with big neighbours. Its nearest neighbour, Britain, has enormously influenced Irish popular culture with its easy access to Irish audiences through the BBC and ITV for over 50 years. Europe, influential as a neighbour principally since Ireland's entry to the EEC (EU) in 1973, is even more relevant now through European audiovisual policy since the 1990s. Furthermore, Ireland's geographical position as an island nation on the edge of Europe, its English-speaking status and its long history of emigration ties it very closely to the United States. Of the three neighbours, it could be argued that Britain and America sandwich their influence, with Europe being an optional 'side', a construct pivotal to the ebb and flow of co-production relationships.
Irish television drama -historical context
Before exploring the historical background to the emergence of coproduction deals in Europe, a few notes on the nature of TV drama in Ireland will place it in context. The history of Irish TV drama, in the 1960s and 1970s in particular, is an interesting one given the nature of Ireland's literary heritage, newness of its broadcasting environment and close proximity to its nearest neighbour, Britain.
1 From the outset, drama production played a key role in the television schedule, evolving from the long tradition of theatre and dramatic productions and drawing from the canon of Irish playwrights. Examples of a similar evolution in other European countries are mentioned in this volume and the connections between theatre and cinema and television in the United States is well acknowledged. In Ireland TV drama in the 1960s was largely confined to filming stage plays from the national theatre,
